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A COMPARISON OF SMALL SINGLE- AND DOUBLE-DRUM 
CABLE SYSTEMS FOO PREBUNOHNG PARTIAL QJTS 
ABSTRACT 
This study evaluated two single-drum and two double-drum winching 
systems for prebunching small-diameter, tree-length stems from partial 
cuts. Three farm tractors with Farmi winches and one sled-mounted winch 
were used. One single-drum system was run by professional woods workers 
and the others were operated by forestry students. Three different types 
of chokers were used and a skid cone was used with two systems. The 
professional crew used a self-release block at the back of the trailside 
pile to avoid piling delays while the other systems used a spar tree. All 
systems were evaluated by time studies. 
The professional crew was the most efficient due to the use of the 
self-release block at the back of the pile, low setup time, fewer delays 
and high motivation. There was no significant advantage to using the skid 
cone nor were there significant differences among chokers. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Maine is the most heavily forested of the United States, with 89 
percent of its land classified as forest. These forests support a wood 
products industry which in 1978 generated approximately 43 percent of 
manufacturing income and employed 40 thousand people (Decoster 1979). 
Maine is located near the upper end of the Appalachian plateau where 
the northern hardwoods merge with the northeastern coniferous forest. 
Conifers cover the major portion of the state with spruce-fir occupying 46 
percent of the forested land (Powell and Dickson 1984). The main 
constituents are red spruce (fi~~ L~~~ns Sarg.), black spruce (fiQ§g 
ffi~LLqng (Mill.) B.S.P.), white spruce <Ei~~ ~l~~~ (Moench) Voss.), and 
balsam fir <A~~~ ~l~~~~ (L.) Mill.). 
Spruce and fir are tolerant, shallow-rooted species that regenerate 
best in low light and can exist in a suppressed state for several decades 
and recover when released. These abilities coupled with past commercial 
clearcutting and spruce budworm outbreaks in the early 1900's have resulted 
in overstocked stands that produce very slow diameter growth. Budworm 
outbreaks created large areas of stands now over 60 years old and 
complementary deficits in the 20-60 year age classes which may cause 
shortages of harvestable trees in the early 2000's (Seymour 1984). 
Past management of Maine's spruce-fir forest has been largely 
commercial clearcuts and high grading, with little thought to regeneration 
or quality, resulting in large areas of raspberries and undesirable pioneer 
hardwoods. The desired spruce-fir component is often suppressed by pioneer 
species, and its rotation is lengthened by the time required for seedlings 
to grow up through the competition. 
Regeneration of 10,000-40,000 stems per acre following clearcuts, 
coupled with the great tolerance of spruce and fir, results in densely 
stocked stands of small stems. The 1982 Forest Survey shows that most 
merchantable stands averaged 5-6.9 inches in mean stand diameter (Powell 
and Dickson 1984). Although dense stands produce the maximum fiber 
(Baskerville 1964), overstocking produces less merchantable wood. 
Density can be controlled by precommercial spacing in young stands or 
by partial cutting in older ones. Such cutting can salvage dead and dying 
2 
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trees and presalvage fir that is highly susceptible to budworm attack. 
However, skidding, the most corrmon method of extraction, often causes 
excessive damage and may injure up to 35 percent of the residual stems in 
spruce-fir stands <Roeder 1982). There is a need for small equipment that 
can operate economically within the stand in partial cuts and not damage 
the residuals. 
Dense stands contain many small trees, and the more stems per unit the 
higher the harvesting cost. A decline in tree diameter from 10- to 6-
inches means handling 18 stems versus 4-5 previously needed for a skidder 
load. When 30-70 percent of skidding time is spent in bunching (Hoffman 
1981), improving methods should increase productivity. 
Prebunching is effective when a cost-efficient bunching machine is 
combined with a high-capacity transport machine. One method of prebunching 
uses a winch to pull stems to a trail. Most winches are single-drum, with 
manual haulback, but double-drums with mechanical haulback appear to have 
advantages. 
Single-drum winches require one person for operation. The winch is 
either set up at each winching corridor and aligned with the spar tree or 
secured in one place and aligned with spar trees at each corridor by the 
use of blocks (Figure 1). When the winch is in position, the head block is 
hung in the spar tree, the winchline passed through, and the operator pulls 
the line and chokers to the first stem(s), sets the chokers and hooks them 
to the winchline. The operator then walks back to the winch or activates 
it by remote control. Once the turn reaches the trail, winching stops, the 
operator unhooks it and the cycle is repeated. After all stems in a 
corridor are winched, the block is moved to the next. 
Double-drum winches are set up in a similar manner, using one drum for 
the rna i nl i ne and one for a haul back, but a second person sets chokers. The 
mainline is passed through a block on the spar tree and pulled down the 
corridor. The haul back line is aligned, with blocks, through the woods or 
an adjoining corridor to a tail block at the back of the corridor and is 
connected to the mainline with a swivel or block. 
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Figure 1. General layout of single-drum winching system. 
In lieu of a double-drum winch, two single-drum-winches can be used, 
one positioned at the spar tree for the mainline and the other at the back 
of the corridor as a haulback. Both may be controlled by one operator, 
using remote control for the haulback. When two drums are used a second 
person sets chokers in the stand and signals the winch operator by hand or 
radio. 
The choker setter takes extra chokers into the stand and sets the 
first turn while the winch is readied. The winch operator begins the cycle 
by engaging the haulback to pull the mainline, butt rigging and chokers to 
the first stem(s) to be winched. The choker setter signals when to stop 
and then unhooks the chokers, attaches the preset turn and signals the 
operator to begin winching. When the turn reaches the trail it is unhooked 
and the cycle is repeated. While the winch operator unhooks one turn, the 
choker setter hooks the next. 
When all stems have been winched from a corridor, the haulback line is 
disconnected from the butt rigging. The choker setter relocates the tail 
block and haulback line to the next corridor while the winch operator moves 
the head block and, if necessary, the winch. 
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With single-drum systems, cycle time comprises pulling the cable and 
chokers into the stand, choking the turn, walking back to the winch, 
winching, and unhooking the turn. The operator walks back and forth all 
day, and cycle time is greatly affected by his walking speed, which slows 
with fatigue. 
Compared to single-drums, the double-drum has higher cable speeds and 
a haulback to pull the mainline and chokers into the stand. Theoretically, 
a second person presetting chokers should halve the time spent in choking. 
The faster cable speed, mechanical haulback and decreased choke time should 
boost production, but this increase must offset the added cost of the 
haulback and extra person. 
Single-drum systems have been used in Maine for several years, and one 
double-drum system was tried but abandoned. Because of interest by one 
large landowner in cable thinning, a simple two-drum system was tried 
experimentally, but the added cost of the second person offset the gains in 
production. The objective of this study was to examine, in depth, the 
differences in productivity and cost between single- and double-drum 
systems. 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
In New Zealand, Gleason and Stulen (1982) compared conventional cable 
skidders to prebunching with a Bell logger. Prebunching increased 
productivity from 36 cubic meters to 86 cubic meters per day, reducing 
costs by $2.50/cubic meter. Prebunching is warranted when the stems being 
removed are small enough that the cost of prebunching is less than the cost 
of bunching with the transporting vehicle, but total wood cost must be 
acceptab 1 e. 
Kellogg and Aulerich (1977) studied prebunching with a radio-
controlled single-drum winch and swinging with skyline yarder. Compared 
with full cycle yarding, prebunching reduced total cost by 24 percent; 
yarder turn time was reduced by 35 percent and volume more than doubled. 
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Keller (1979) studied prebunching in thinning Douglas-fir and western 
hemlock (mean log size 12.3 cu. ft.). Full cycle transport with a West 
Coast yarder cost $19.14 per cunit while prebunching with an !gland-Jones 
Trailer Alp and swinging with the yarder was $46.76 per cunit. This was 
attributed to the high hourly cost of the Alp yarder. Keller also found 
that the Alp cost 73 percent more than the single-drum winch used by 
Kellogg and Aulerich. 
Seymour and Gadzik (1985) compared a wheeled skidder and skyline 
yarder, with and without prebunching, using a radio controlled, single-drum 
winch in a spruce-fir thinning. Average stem dbh was seven inches, on 
relatively level terrain. Prebunching reduced costs of both skidding and 
yarding, but the added cost of felling for prebunching raised total costs 
of wood at roadside. 
Prebunching with both single- and double-drum winches has been used in 
Scandinavia to reduce damage to the residual stand. Bostrom (1980) 
reported that chainsaw felling and winching to the trail resulted in little 
growth loss to the residual stand. 
Single-drum winches cost less than comparable double-drum winches and 
require only one operator, but are fatiguing to the operator. Harstela 
(1977) states that the longer the winching distance, the greater the 
physical stress on the operator and the lower the skidding output. He 
recommended that output be increased through the use of radio control. 
Oppold and Schafer (1972) found that radio control increased single-
drum output and reduced stand damage, especially where winching distance 
was long. Remote control eliminates both the need to relocate the winch 
after each corridor and walking back and forth from pile to winch, but the 
winchline and chokers still must be pulled out. Petr (1974) found the 
physical load of pulling the winchline approaches the upper limit for 
medium to heavy work for an operator between 30-40 years of age. He 
recommended reducing the work load by using a double-drum system with a 
second person to set chokers. 
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METHODS 
This study analyzed single- and double-drum winching systems for 
treelength prebunching of partial cuts in spruce-fir stands. It was 
carried out during the summer of 1983 in Township 2S, Washington County, 
and Edinburg Township, Penobscot County. Both sites were on level terrain, 
and stand details are given in Table 1. 
Table 1. Stand descriptions for study sites. 
System SD4S SD21 DOSS 0021 
Stand age, years 70 80 
Stand area, acres 4.6 3.0 
Trees/acre before cut 1124 1016 
Trees/acre after cut 480 S7S 
Mean dbh of cut trees (inches) S.9 S.7 6.3 7.2 
Basal area/acre before cut (sq.ft.) 170 173 
Basal aea/acre after cut (sq.ft.) 103 123 
Percent of basal area cut 39 29 
The single-drum systems were a Long tractor with farmi JL-30 winch 
(SD4S) (figure 2) and a Pasquali tractor with farmi JL-2S winch (SD21) 
(figure 3). Double-drum systems used the Pasqual i tractor/winch as the 
mainline and a portable winch as the haul back (0021) I and a Kubota tractor 
with farmi JL-2/4S double-drum winch (DOSS) (figure 4). System 
specifications are listed in Table 2. 
The SD4S system was observed in commercial thinning with professional 
woods workers while the SD21, DOSS and 0021 systems were operated in 
partial cuts by forestry students with logging experience. All operations 
were timed with digital stop watches and recorded on work study forms. 
Prior to winching, diameters were measured and coded on each stem with 
paint so that observers could record tree size as chokers were set. Also, 
corridor lengths were marked every 20 feet so that winching distances could 
be estimated. 
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Figure 2. Long 45 HP tractor and Farmi JL-30 single-drum winch. 
Figure 3. Pasquali 21 HP Tractor and Farmi JL-25 single-drum winch. 
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Figure 4. Kubota 55 HP tractor and Farmi JL-2/45 double-dr um winch. 
Sjn9l~WRJUn~QLng 
The 5045 prebunched tree-lengths for a rubber-tired s ki dde r (figure 5 ) 
using trails 15 feet wide and spaced 200 feet apart. Wood in the trails 
was cut and skidded before thinning began. The 5021 tractor was backed to 
within 30 feet of the spar tree (fi gure 5). The winch was controlled by a 
nylon line strung 40-50 feet along the corridor. When all stems in a 
setting were winched, the tractor was moved to the next corri dor. 
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Table 2. Description of systems used in the study. 
System 
5045 
Long 450 
(45 HP diesel) 
5021 
Pasquali 986 
(21 HP diesel) 
0055 
Kubota 4500DT 
(55 HP diesel) 
0021 
SD21 with 
3 HP haul back 
a 
Winch 
Farmi JL-30 
Single-drum 
Farmi J L-25 
Single-drum 
Farmi JL-2/45 
Double-drum 
Single-drum 
Line pull, 
pounds 
6000 
5500 
10000 
1000 
Feet of cable and cable diameter in inches. 
b Main line. 
c 
Haul back line . 
.QQ.u.b.le:-JI.rum..xtn~b.tng 
Line speed, 
a 
feet per minute Cable size 
100-200 
80-120 
60-200 
80-90 
100-112 
200-5/16 
150-7/16b 
c 
500-3/8 
200-3/16c 
The DOSS winching began at the back of the skid trail and progressed 
towards the front, alternating corridors (figure 6). After each corridor 
was winched, the tractor was moved to the next spar tree. 
The 0021 used two single-drum winches in order to evaluate the 
feasibility of substituting two single-drums for a double-drum system. The 
haulback winch should be remotely controlled, but this study simulated 
radio control with a second operator; communication between operators used 
hand signals. 
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£YilUL<UiQJ1...9f_CQM_.!l!!..d....C.b21s..er~ 
In the process of winching, three different types of chokers were 
used. The professional crew used chain chokers with rings on one end and 
pins (for pushing under logs and through the rings) on the other, while 
students used half-inch cable chokers with Bardon hooks or chain chokers 
with sliphooks. The data for each choker type were separated for analysis 
to determine which style was most effective. 
In the student operations, a fiberglass cone was used with some turns 
to reduce skidding resistance, especially where obstacles such as stumps 
and rocks might interfere with winching. Although logic suggests that 
cones reduce resistance and prevent lodging of the turn on obstacles, 
Harstela (1977) found that output was about the same with or without cones. 
Their principal value is to reduce damage to residual trees . 
.[)gt_q__Angmis 
Data were analyzed with the Statistical Analysis System (SAS) (Ray 
1982) as follows: 
1) Multiple regression analysis was performed on each system to relate 
effective (working) time to winching distance and turn size. 
2) The mean of each element of the cycle and total turn time, with and 
without delay, was calculated for each system. 
3) Correlation tests were made on all variables to determine any 
relationships among them. 
4) T-tests were run on the delay variable to determine if there were 
differences with and without the cone and whether to separate the 
data based on cone use. 
5) Models were developed for each system and compared at a mean 
distance and number of stems. 
6) Machine rates were calculated for each system and productivity was 
determined in order to estimate cost per unit of volume for each 
system. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Mean time per work element for all systems is summarized in Table 3, 
but the independent variables (distance, number of stems, load volume) 
differed for each system. Correlation tests showed distance to be 
positively related to time out, walk, time in and delay, for all systems. 
Number of stems was positively correlated with choke and unhook for all 
systems except the SD45, where unhook was not correlated. Volume was 
positively correlated to choke and unhook time of the DOSS, was not 
measured in the SD45 system and showed no correlation in the SD21 or 0021 
systems. 
Since dependent variable times (trip in, trip out, walking, choke, 
unhook) were correlated with distance and/or number of stems, they were 
standardized in order to compare systems at a common distance and number of 
stems. This was accomplished by calculating regression equations for each 
element and also by using multiple regression. 
Table 4 shows the results of solving linear regression equations 
(Appendix Il for each element for a distance of 55 feet and 2 stems, the 
approximate mean values for all turns (see Hathaway, 1985). Since 
correlation tests showed interaction between distance and load-related 
elements, all models included distance, number of stems and their 
interaction. 
Ir.i.p:-_p.Jrt 
Contrary to expectations, trip-out speed for both double-drums was 
slower than the single-drum systems. With single-drums, trip out time 
varied with the operator's walking speed while pulling out the cable. 
Both double-drum systems used a butt rigging composed of a block with 
the mainline passing through it and attached to the chokers. As the 
haulback pulled the block out, chokers often caught on slash, reeling the 
mainline through the block. To prevent this, the mainline should be 
tensioned to lift the chokers off the ground, but maintaining proper 
14 
Table 3. Mean time per turn for winching cycle elements. 
System Turn Turn Setup Trip Choke Walk Trip Unhk Delay Distance Number DBH Volume 
Time Time out in (ft.) of (in.)(cu.ft.l 3: )> 
w/o Delay stems ...... :z 
I'T'1 
-----------------------minutes---------------------- )> 
"' (percent of total time without delay) ::0 
...... 
.S.ingl~::_cj.r_J.tJll n c 
r 
-l 
SD4S 2.01 1.8S 0.34 0.36 0.24 0.24 0.40 0.23 0.16 38.8 1.2 S.9 3.7 c 
::0 )> 
(19) (20) (13) (13) (22) (13) r 
I'T'1 
>< 
"'tJ 
I'T'1 
::0 
...... SD21 6.91 S.44 0.43 0.60 1.30 0.4S 1.31 1.09 1.47 76.8 2.4 6.3 4.6 ...... 
<.11 3: I'T'1 
(8) (12) (2Sl (9) (21) :z (2Sl -l 
(/) 
-l )> 
-l 
O.Q!Wl~Q.r_J.tJll ...... 0 
:z 
DOSS 8.92 7.64 3.34 0.66 1.69 0.91 1.01 1.28 72.8 2.9 S.7 3.S C:J c 
r 
r (44) (9) (22) (12) (13) I'T'1 
-l 
...... 
:z 
CXl 
DD21 7.S7 S.98 1.97 0.69 1.30 1.20 0.82 l.S9 63.7 1.9 7.2 6.7 ...... <.11 
(3Sl (12) (23) (22) (lS) 
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Table 4. Comparison of predicted times at 55 feet and 2 stems per turn 
from regression analysis. 
System Trip-out Choke Trip-in Unhook 
Delay 
and 
a 
setup 
Total 
----------------------------minutes---------------------------
SD45 0. 45 
SD21 0.30 
DOSS 0.54 
0021 0.50 
a 
Means from Table 3. 
b Mean value. 
c 
Includes walking. 
0 .39 
1.05 
1.25 
1.34 
c b 0.95 0.23 .so 2.52 
1.09c 0.82 1.90 5.16 
0.71 0.63 4.62 7.75 
0.99 0.85 3.56 7.24 
braking on the mainline while fully engaging the haulback was difficult and 
many trips were too slow. With the 0021 system, even slight braking of the 
mainline stalled the haulback winch. 
IrJJclD 
Both the SD21 and 0021 systems used the 21 HP tractor, and the high 
trip-in times (1.09 and 0.99 min.) show the effect of its slow (80-120 
ft./min) 1 i ne speed. The DOSS had the second lowest trip-in (0.71 min.) 
due to its faster 1 i ne speed and the absence of "walk" time with double-
drums. The SD21 and SD45 both included "walk", which increased trip-in 
time (1.09 and 0.95 min.). 
The skid cone was used with some turns in an attempt to reduce the 
number of delays, but it did not affect productivity, which supports 
Harstela 1 s <1977) findings. 
In all systems, delays were more frequent without the cone, but 
(except for the DD21l delays were longer with it. 
cone wedged firmly in slash or trees, causing longer 
Hung turns using the 
delays. The DD21 1 s 
lack of power apparently increased delay time, whereas the DOSS's higher 
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Table 5. Winching delays with and without the cone. 
Number Stuck Turn Pile Self-release block 
of turns 
System Total w W/0 w W/0 w W/0 
(with cone) -------------average time (minutes)-------------
SD21 63 1.50 0.96 0. 41 0.53 0.84 
(32) <12) a (19) (0) (10) (4) (19) 
DD55 60 2.80 2.50 2. 80 
(33) (2) (4) (4) 
DD21 67 1.00 1. 70 1.60 1. 80 0.45 2.01 
(18) (2) (23) (6) (8) (2) (4) 
SD45 103 0.62 
( 14) (0) 
a 
Number of turns indicated in parentheses. 
horsepower resulted in fewer stuck turns. 
Pile delay time was reduced with the cone. After several stems were 
piled at trailside, turns hung up at the back of the pile because lift from 
the spar could not raise the turn over the end of the pile. The cone 
usually deflected the turn onto the pile, reducing delay length and 
frequency. However, sometimes it became firmly 1 odged, creating 1 ong 
delays. 
The SD21 system had 10 pile delays with a mean time of 0.41 minutes 
without the cone. The DD21 system had a few more pile delays without the 
cone and mean delay time was slightly higher. The slight difference in the 
number and length of delays may be attributed to the low horsepower or poor 
stability of the tractor. The DD55 system had one pile delay with stuck 
chokers and three from stuck turns (of which two were with cone (3.15 min.) 
and one without (2.84 min.)). The longer delay is caused by the cone being 
so tightly lodged in the pile that 55 HP could not pull it free. The SD45 
system used no cone and had no pile delays, but it did use a self-release 
block at the back of the pile. 
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Analysis of covariance was used to compare cable chokers with chains 
using three different chokersetters and operators. The analysis showed 
significant differences between chokers only with different persons, which 
could be attributed to (1) the workers having limited experience with the 
chokers, (2) the amount of brush and preparation of the stems for choking 
varying or (3) worker motivation varying. 
Regression analysis showed the lowest choke and unhook times (0.39 and 
0.23 mins.) with the $045 system, possibly due to the type of choker (chain 
with pin and ring) or the chokersetter. The DOSS system had the second 
longest choke time (1.2S min.), which was attributed to new cable chokers. 
Almost every set required that a twig be inserted into the Bardon hook to 
keep the cable tight. Had the chokers been broken in, results may have 
been different. 
The SD21 system used both chain with sliphook and cable chokers. 
Choke times (1.0Sl fell between the other systems but unhook time (0.82) is 
the second highest, possibly because of two different chokers. Some of the 
discrepancy between choke and unhook times is the model's poor prediction 
2 2 
of choke time (R = 0. 17 to 0.31) and unhook (R = 0.01 to 0.32). 
Although the analysis suggests differences between chokers were caused 
by the workers, the new cable chokers caused more delays (22 in 63 turns) 
than did chains (30 in 194 turns). Another delay associated with chains 
was misplacing them, as their brown color made them easy to lose in slash. 
When a choker was lost the delay was classified as personal, and half of 
the personal delays with the DOSS were associated with lost chokers. These 
delays did not affect choke or unhook time but did increase mean delay per 
turn. 
The single chain with ring and pin used on the SD4S system had the 
1 owest choke and unhook time and only one delay for 103 turns. The 
analysis did not show a "best" type of choker to use, but the regression 
equations indicate that the ring and pin may be the best for small diameter 
stems. 
One proposed advantage of double-drum systems was that their use 
should reduce choke time, but the regression equations show them to have 
the highest times (1.2S and 1.34 mins.). Chokers could not be set while 
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winching because the danger of the moving cables caused chokersetters to 
seek safety while the cables were in motion. 
Setup constituted the time from the end of unhooking the last turn in 
one corridor until the start of time out for the first turn in the next. 
This covered moving the tractor and tools, rigging the spar tree, and 
relocating the haulback. 
Mean setup time per turn was higher for double--drum systems than for 
any single-drum system due to rerouting the haulback line for each corridor 
<Table 6). Double--d rum systems used blocks hung by nylon straps to align 
the cable, and the time needed to move these blocks added to setup time. 
Table 6. Corridor setup times. 
Number Number Turns -------Time in Minutes------
of of per 
System corridors Turns corridor Total Mean Mean/turn 
SD45 9 63 8.5 21.57 2.4 0.34 
SD21 4 41 10.5 77.55 19.39 1.89 
DD55 6 52 8.6 166.93 27.82 3. 21 
DD21 4 38 11.0 74.72 18.68 1.97 
The only system not using a spar tree was the SD45. The others 
required a spar tree opposite each corridor with a block hung 10-15 feet 
above the ground. Hanging the block required several trips up and down a 
ladder with block and cable, adding to setup time. In addition, spar trees 
under 10 inches dbh were guyed to prevent their being pulled over. 
The SD45 tractor was backed into the corridor and a self-release block 
was hung head high at the back of the pile area to lift the turn onto the 
pile. This was the simplest system and had the fastest setup time (0.34 
min. per turn). Had the SD21 been operated in this manner, setup would 
have been faster. 
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Student inexperience slowed setup times, especially with double-drum 
systems, but times for cable systems with mechanical haulbacks are 
notoriously high. Post (1983) states that setting up for skyline yarding 
in Vermont was 24 percent of the SOO hours of scheduled time. Seymour and 
Gadzik (198Sl found it to be 19-24 percent of turn time for the 
Timbermaster in thinning spruce-fir in Maine. Robinson and Fisher (1982) 
reported that setup was 28 percent of total time of high-lead yarding in 
the southern Appalachians and emphasized that more planning was needed to 
spread this time over as many turns as possible. 
For efficiency, the systems should operate at the longest possible 
distance in order to maximize area, volume and the number of turns per 
setup. In this study, the double-drum systems operated at the limits of 
their cable. More cable would have permitted using the same haulback over 
4-S corridors, with only the winch and one block being moved. 
Lanford and Stokes (1982) used the Nordfor Tilt Winch (highlead) to 
thin pine plantations in Alabama. Setup time per corridor was only 1.46 
minutes, largely because there was enough haulback cable to operate for 
three days before the line had to be relocated. Also, the chokersetter 
unhooked the haulback before hooking the last turn in each corridor and 
moved it and the tail block to the next corridor while the winch operator 
moved the tractor and operated as a single-drum until the haulback line was 
readied (Lanford 1984). Had the double-drums used this method, setup time 
would have been reduced. 
D~l~ 
Non-operational delays (machine breakdowns, worker confusion, uprooted 
and broken spar trees, and time lost in adapting the systems) were deleted 
from the analysis. The remaining delays (stuck-turn, self-release block, 
pile, winching hung trees, chokers coming off, cutting slash, thinking, 
winch and personal) were considered normal and were analyzed. 
Delay is eight percent of total turn time of the SD4S, 21 for the 
SD21, 14 for the DOSS and 18 for the 0021. This is less than the 34 
percent reported by Kellogg and Aulerich (1977) for prebunching with a 
single-drum radio-controlled winch, the 2S percent reported by Robinson and 
Fisher (1982) for a high-lead yarder in the Appalachians, and the 34 
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percent Huyler (1983) reports for the Vermont cable yarder. 
The causes of delays in this study, ranging from inexperience to 
equipment problems, are the same as those listed by other researchers. 
Major delays (stuck turn, choking and pile) have been discussed, but of the 
remainder, some were common to all systems and some were inherent to one 
particular system. 
Winch delay involved any problem with the winch except a total break-
down. Usually the cable bound on the drum and could not be pulled off, 
occurring most often with the SD21. This is inherent to winches without a 
capstan drive or level winding system to align the cable on the drum. All 
systems had at least one stuck winch problem. 
The self-release block was used on the 5045, SD21, and 0021 systems. 
With the SD45, the block was used at the back of the pile to lift the turn 
onto the pile, and there were no delays. The SD21 system used the block to 
align turns and for lateral movement into the corridor. There were more 
uses of the block when the skid cone was not used (19) than when it was (4) 
and the delays were longer (0.84 to 0.53 min.). 
Personal delays included the normal human needs and looking for lost 
equipment, usually chokers. Generally, all delays occurred too often and 
the mean time per turn must be reduced to make the operation successful • 
.SYS.:t_El!!I.LAIL<lb.S.is 
To compare turn times among systems, both "total effective time" and 
"total time" were used. Effective time considers only elements that 
comprise work (trip-out, choke, walk, trip-in and unhook), but total time 
included delay, which was positively correlated with distance in all 
systems. 
£.s.~~~~Jil-IurJLJi~ 
The final model from the analysis of covariance was used to estimate 
total turn time for each system at a one-way distance of 55 feet and a load 
consisting of 2 stems (Table 7). The SD45 system had the shortest turn 
time, the DOSS next, and the 0021 was longest. 
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Table 7. Estimates of turn time with and without delay 
at 55 feet and two stems. a 
System 
SD45 
SD21 
DOSS 
0021 
Turn time 
with delay 
Turn time 
without delay 
---------------(minutes)--------------
2.02 
4.32 
3.63 
4.65 
1.89 
3.45 
2.91 
3.64 
3 excluding set-up time. 
Another method of comparison is to use multiple regression analysis to 
determine the effects of independent variables on total operating time. 
This was done, using distance and number of stems as independent variables 
<Table 8). 
Table 8. Multiple regession for total effective turn time. 
Coefficients for 
Predicted Delay Predicted 
System Intercept distance stems R2 F2 effective and setup total 
a b (feet) (number) turn time time turn time 
SD45 0.463 0.019 0.219 .57 54.63 1.95 .50 2.45 
SD21 o. 723 0.034 0.616 .55 25.79 3.82 1.90 5.73 
DOSS 0.613 0.024 0.672 .29 11.15 3.28 4.62 7.90 
DD21P 1.249 0.029 0.461 .64 49.07 3. 77 3.56 7.33 
aPredicted times for 2 stems, 55 foot distance. 
b 
From Table 3. 
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For prediction purposes, the following models, including delay and 
setup times 
among them. 
describe the four systems and reveal some major differences 
Turn time in minutes for: 
SD45 0.963 + 0.0190 + 0.219N 
SD21 2.623 + 0.0340 + 0.616N 
0055 5.233 + 0.0240 + 0.672N 
0021 4.809 + 0.0290 + 0.461N 
where 
D winching distance in feet 
N number of stems per turn 
Comparing the four equations shows the professional crew <SD45l to be 
significantly faster than the student crews in all respects fixed time 
of set-up and delay (intercept), winching speed (0) and hooking and 
unhooking (N). 
The intercepts reveal that both single drum systems (SOl were faster 
than the double drums (00) in terms of set-up and delay. Among the double-
drum systems, two single-drum winches were easier to set up than moving the 
haulback of the two-drum winch. 
The effects of distance are less clear. Obviously the professional 
crew was much faster than the students, and among the student-run systems, 
the 55-horsepower double-drum system was faster than the 21-horsepower 
single- or double-drum. 
The effects of load size were also less because of better performance 
by the professionals, but among student systems, the effects of choking and 
unhooking are less clear. While the differences between high-powered and 
low-powered double drums might result from safer choking conditions with 
the slower system, load influences on the low-powered single drum system 
were greater than on the same double-drum system, and nearly the same as 
the high-powered double-drum system. Reasons for reduced effects of load 
size on productivity of the 0021 system are unclear. 
_MgmL~-c_~ 
Machine costs were based on a salvage value of 20 percent of purchase 
price, five year useful life (one year for the portable haulback winch), 13 
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percent interest rate, and 1800 scheduled hours per year (allowing five 
weeks of inoperable weather and two weeks of vacation). Fuel and lube 
costs were arbitrarily reduced by half, as winches operated from the power 
takeoff of a tractor at considerably reduced load most of the time. Labor 
was $10.50 per hour, based on a wage of $7.50 plus 40 percent for overhead. 
Utilization was set at 75 percent of scheduled time with operational delays 
considered as part of productive time. 
Er_Qd.u~t.LQD 
To estimate system productivity, set up time was added to total turn 
time, divided into 60 minutes to obtain the number of turns per hour, 
multiplied by 75 percent utilization to convert to a scheduled-hour basis, 
3 3 
multiplied by volume per turn (8.8 ft. ), and divided by 85 ft. /cord to 
find production in cords. 
From hourly production and cost rates, costs per cord and tree were 
determined for each system (Table 9). Assuming $13.00 per cord value added 
for prebunching tree-length wood, the only system to operate profitably is 
the 5045. Both double-drum systems cost more ($24.53 and $38.85) because 
increases in productivity did not offset the added cost of the second 
person. The 0055 system had the lowest production of all systems (0.68 
cords/hour) and the 0021 the second highest (1 cord/hour), not enough to 
compensate for the extra labor cost. 
lntUw~~~~-~~~~g~~s~~ 
All systems, especially double-drums, must operate at distances that 
distribute setup time over as many turns as possible. To show the effect 
of setup time on varying numbers of turns, regression equations (with 
delay) from the analysis of covariance with mean setup time, were plotted 
against distance (figure 7). 
The total distance winched was divided by the number of turns winched 
to find the mean distance per turn (11.68 feet). The distance for each 
turn was then used to solve the regression equation. Setup time was 
divided by the number of possible turns winched (1-13) in a corridor and 
this was added to predicted turn time. These times were plotted against 
distance. 
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Table 9. Winching production and cost per hour. 
System 
Single-drum 
SD45 
SD21 
Double-drum 
DD21 
DOSS 
a Turn time 
in minutes 
2.36 
6.21 
4.65 
6.84 
b Turns c Cords d Cost 
----------per hour--------
19 
7.2 
9.7 
6.6 
2.0 
0.75 
1.00 
0.68 
14.52 
13.04 
24.53 
26.42 
Cost Cost 
per cord per tree 
( $) ($) 
7.26 
17.39 
24.53 
38.85 
0.38 
0.90 
1.27 
2.01 
a Standardized turn, one way distance 55 feet, and two stems, including 
b 
setup and delay. 
Based on 75 percent utilization. 
c Based on 8.8 cu.ft./turn and 85 cu.ft./cord. 
d 
Machine rate per hour including $10.50 for labor. 
Optimum winching distance occurred with the lowest turn time and a low 
mean setup time. The SD45 with a mean setup time per corridor of 2.4 
minutes, achieves its lowest total turn time/foot at a distance of 42 feet. 
The higher the setup the greater the distance that the system must operate 
in order to move enough wood to reduce the unit cost. For example the SD21 
has a setup time of 19.39 min. and must operate to 70 feet to optimize 
total turn time. The high setup times of the double-drums (27.82-18.68 
min.) require reaching out to 82 and 70 feet to reduce their effects. 
Beyond this optimum distance the effect of increasing turn time offsets the 
effect of distributing setup time over more turns. 
To show the effect of distance on cost, turn times for 1-13 turns, 
including setup time for each system, were plotted against distance (figure 
8). Cost increases with distance for all systems, but double-drums 
increase at a faster rate due to the extra labor. Of the single-drum 
systems the SD45 has the lowest cost and rate of increase. Costs of all 
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Figure 7. Sensitivity of setup and turn time to distance. 
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systems rise at a slower rate within the first 80 feet and at a much faster 
rate thereafter. 
The SD4S single-drum system was the only cost effective system, and 
double-drum systems did not perform as expected because production was not 
sufficient to pay the cost of the second person, as initially hypothesized. 
With practice and changes in setup the turn time, number of delays and 
setup time of the SD21 system could be reduced. Since the student-operated 
systems were run for a short period of time, the workers were at the 
beginning of their learning curve and performance should improve with 
practice. 
SU*ARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The study observed the productivity of two single-drum and two double-
drum winching systems for prebunching small, tree-length, spruce-fir in 
partial cuttings. The SD21 single-drum system and DOSS and 0021 double-
drum systems were operated by forestry students, while the SD4S single-drum 
system was operated by professional woods workers. 
With single-drums the operator pulled the mainline into the stand, 
choked the turn and walked back to the winch to pull the 1 oad in. With 
double-drums the haulback line pulled the mainline into the stand where a 
chokersetter hooked the turn and signaled the operator to winch it in. 
Three systems used spar trees for lift, but the SD4S single-drum system 
used a self-release block at the back of the trailside pile to lift turns 
onto the pile. 
Comparisons among systems show 
system to operate profitably. Other 
that the SD4S system was the only 
analyses showed 1) variations in 
productivity between chain and cable chokers were caused by differences 
among workers, and 2) winching with and without a skid cone showed no 
difference in productivity. 
Results suggest that a single-drum winch is best for prebunching small 
diameter stems. The best techniques were employed with the SD4S, but the 
SD21 single-drum system could become viable with modification and practice. 
Both double-drum systems are too expensive because the added cost of labor 
is more than the value of the increased production. Double-drum systems 
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should only be used on sites which are physically impossible to harvest 
using other methods. 
Successful winching requires 
corridors based on the terrain and 
proper layout of skid trails 
the optimum distance at which 
and 
the 
primary transport system can economically operate. If terrain prevents 
normal skidding, trail spacing may increase, and the distance between 
trails may dictate the system to be used. Double-drum systems can operate 
at greater distances or on terrain where manual cable pulling is difficult, 
but they need more turns per setup and should operate over greater 
distances than single-drums. Single-drum systems should operate with trail 
spacing of 100 to 200 feet. 
For efficient operation, cutters must be trained to locate corridors 
with block trees of sufficient size, to select trees for cutting and to 
directionally fell and properly limb them. Trees must be felled into 
bunches so as to increase the number of stems per turn. Cutters should 
fall and limb so as to minimize slash in the corridor, which reduces 
winching delays and facilitates choking. Trees within a tree length of the 
skid trail should be felled tops-ahead into the trail and not winched. 
Trail wood should be skidded to the landing before winching. 
With tractor-mounted single-drum winches, the tractor should be backed 
into each corridor and a self-release block hung at the back of the piling 
area. When using a spar tree, the block was not high enough to lift turns 
over the back of the pile, but hanging the block at the rear of the pile 
raised turns high enough to avoid piling problems. 
Small-diameter cable is attractive for double-drum systems because it 
allows longer winching distance, but unless a capstan or level winding 
device is used, the cable will snarl on the drum. 
An important time saver with a double-drum system (Lanford 1984) is 
for the winch operator to use single-drum winching while the chokersetter 
rigs the haul back. One need for successful double-drum operation is 
sufficient cable and drum capacity that the haulback line does not have to 
be relocated for each corridor. In addition, the use of a block at the 
back of the piling area, capable of retaining the main and haulback lines 
while passing the butt rigging, would reduce delays. 
Workers must prepare wood properly for the next operation to function 
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smoothly. Failure to leave wood in the proper position makes choking more 
difficult and slows production. Prebunched piles must be left so that the 
skidder or forwarder has easy access to the wood. 
Winch prebunching is ~~~ labor intensive and worker motivation is 
extremely important to the success of the operation. 
There is a diameter limit below which it is very difficult to break 
even, and this will vary with the hourly cost of the system and worker 
productivity. However, stems bel ow 5 inches d. b. h. probably cannot be 
removed profitably, even with the lowest-cost single drum system. 
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Appendix I. Regression equations for work elements in each system. 
System Element Equation 
SD45 Trip-out [0 .50 + 0.003{d) + -0.052{s) + O.OOl<dxsl]a 
b Choke [0.68 + 0.087{s) + O.OOOl<dl + 0.001*sxd{] 
Trip-in [0.50 + 0.005{dl*+ -0.009{s) + 0.002{dxsl]a 
Unhook [0.17 + 0.02l{s) + O.OOl<dl + -0.0004{sxdl] b 
SD21 Trip-out [0.58 + O.OOl<dl + -0.154{s)* + 0.002{dxsl]*b 
Choke [0.78 + 0.10(s) . + O.OOl<dl + -0 .OOOl<sxdl J a 
Trip-in [0.40 + 0.011{dl*+ -0.234{s) + 0.005{dxsl]*b 
Unhook [0.57 + 0.125(s) . + 0.002{d) + -0.0002{sxdl]a 
DD55 [0.48 + b Trip-out 0.003(d) + -0.0005(d) + 0 .001( dxs) J 
[0. 77 + b Choke 0.2l{s) + -0.005(d) + 0.003(sxdl] 
Trip-in [-0.14 + 0.015(d)*+ 0.105{s) + -0.002(sxdl] b 
Unhook [-0.63 + 0.49{s)* + 0.013(d). + -0.004(sxdl] b 
DD21 Tr i p-out [0.35 + 0.008{d)*+ 0.014(s) + -O.OOl<dxs)]a 
Choke [1.18 + -0.002(s) + -0.009(d)* + 0.006{sxdl]* b 
Trip-in [0.89 + 0.004(d) + -0.167{s) · + 0.002{dxs)].a 
Unhook [0.35 + 0.22(s) + -O.OOHdl b + O.OOHsxdl J 
a 
b 
square root of time * = significant at the alpha = 0.05 
significant at the alpha = 0.10 normal time 
c 
time log 10 
32 
R2 
0.35 
0.31 
0.77 
0.01 
0.39 
0.17 
0.77 
0.20 
0.41 
0.27 
0.38 
0.21 
0.44 
0.46 
0.45 
0.32 
